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Steering a motorcycle or bicycle is counterintuitive; to turnright, you must steerleft initially, and
vice versa. You can execute this initially counter-directed turn by turning the handlebars explicitly
~called counter-steering! or by throwing your hips to the side. Contrary to common belief,
gyroscopic forces play only a limited role in balancing and steering@D. E. H. Jones, Phys. Today
23 ~4!, 34–40~1970!#. © 2000 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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Centrifugal forces will throw your bike over on its side
you steer the handlebars in the direction of a desired
without first leaning the bike into the turn. Indeed, bicyc
crashes are often caused by road obstacles like rail
tracks or sewer grates turning the front wheel and handle
abruptly. Leaning the bike into the turn allows gravitation
forces to balance the centrifugal forces, leading to a c
trolled and stable turn. Thus steering a bike involves a co
plicated interaction between centrifugal and gravitatio
forces, and torques applied to the handlebars, all mediate
the bike geometry.~I will use the word bike to refer to both
motorcycles and bicycles.!

One method of establishing the proper lean is coun
steering, i.e., explicitly turning the handlebars counter to
desired turn, thereby generating a centrifugal torque wh
leans the bike appropriately. Counter-steering is emplo
by both motorcyclists and bicyclists, though most bicycli
counter-steer unconsciously. You may have noticed, h
ever, that while on a bicycle, it is surprisingly difficult to rid
clear of a nearby high curb or sharp drop. This is beca
you must steer towards the edge to get away from the e
It is easy to directly demonstrate counter-steering on a
cycle. While riding at a brisk pace~possibly downhill to
avoid the complications of peddling!, let go with your left
hand while pushing the right handlebar with the open pa
of your right hand. Since your hand is open, you can o
turn the handlebar left, but the bike will turn right.

The process of making a counter-steered right turn is
lustrated in Fig. 1.~In this description, right and left are in
the frame of the rider.! The turn can be broken into fiv
somewhat arbitrarily divided steps:

~a! You initiate the turn by applying a torque to th
handlebars, steering the front wheel to the left.

~b! The wheel steers to the left. The rate at which the ste
ing angle increases is set primarily by the moment
inertia I s of the wheel, fork, and handlebars around t
steering axis, and by the ‘‘trail’’~described later.! As
the bike is now turning to the left, a centrifugal torqu
leans both you and the bike frame to the right. Gy
scopic action also leans the bike to the right, but, a
will show later, its effect is negligible.

~c! Transmitted by the fork, the increasing lean attempts
lean the front wheel over as well. For the first tim
gyroscopic action becomes important, as the wheel
sponds to this ‘‘leaning’’ torque by attempting to ste
to the right, thus counteracting the steering torque. T
steering angle stops increasing.

~d! The leaning torque overcomes the steering torque
654 Am. J. Phys.68 ~7!, July 2000
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the wheel steering angle decreases. Note that the
continues to increase because the bike is still turn
left.

~e! As the bike has now acquired substantial leaning
locity, the lean increase cannot end instantly. Driven
the still increasing lean, the wheel steering angle pas
smoothly through zero and then points right. The ce
trifugal torques reverse direction, eventually halting t
lean increase and balancing the gravitational torqu
As no more leaning torque is applied to the wheel, t
steering angle stabilizes, and the bike executes the
sired right turn.

Alternately, the required lean can be generated by thro
ing your hips in the direction counter to the turn. Throwin
your hips is how a bike is steered no-hands. The sign of
effect is subtle, but a half-hour session in an empty park
lot should convince you that while riding no-handed, y
steer the bike by leaning your shoulders in the direction
the desired turn. Since angular momentum is conserved
sudden shift of your shoulders, your hips move the oppo
way, thereby leaning the bike the opposite way as well. W
the bike now leaning, the bike’s ‘‘trail’’ becomes importan
As the steering axis is not vertical, the point of contact of t
wheel with the road ‘‘trails’’ the intersection of the steerin
axis with the road@see Fig. 1~a!#. The trail makes the bike
self-steer: when the bike leans to the left, the front wh
steers left; when the bike leans to the right, the front wh
steers right. This effect is easily demonstrated by stand
beside a bicycle and leaning it from side to side.~The trail is
the single most important geometric parameter which en
into the handling of a bicycle.!

The complete hip-turn sequence is similar to the coun
steer sequence illustrated in Fig. 1, except that you init
the turn by throwing your hips left. The bike leans left
well, and the trail steers the wheel left. Centrifugal torqu
then lean the center of mass to the right, and gyrosco
forces eventually steer the wheel right.

A mathematical model is necessary to be more precise
the geometry is complex and the constraints nonholonom
an exact model is very complicated. I will use a simplifie
model, good for small leans and steering angles, and
ignore some of the details. Since similar models have b
reported before,1,2 I will only sketch the derivation.

Equating the time derivative of the vertical angular m
mentum to the torque applied to the handlebarsNs gives

vI 0l̇1I ss̈5Ns2
MgbD

L
l2

Mbv2D

L2 s, ~1!
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where l and s are the lean and steering angles,v is the
wheel’s angular rotation frequency,I 0 is the moment of in-
ertia of the wheel around its rotation axis,M is the total
mass,g is the acceleration due to gravity,b is the horizontal
distance from the rear wheel to the center of mass,D is the
trail, L is the wheelbase, andv is the velocity of the bike@see
Figs. 1~a! and 1~c!#. The first term on the left-hand-sid
~LHS! comes from changes in the direction of the rotatio
angular momentumLv , and the second term comes from t
angular momentum around the steering axis. The second
third terms on the right-hand-side~RHS! come from the trail.
The second term is responsible for the wheel steering
wards the lean, as described above. The third term attem
to straighten the wheel at high velocity, and comes from
castering effect. Good intuitive derivations of the trail term
are given in Ref. 2.

Considering the wheel only, equating the time derivat
of the angular momentum around the lean axis to the tor
Nf exerted on the wheel by the fork gives

2vI 0ṡ2
vvI 0

L
s1I lwl̈5Nf , ~2!

Fig. 1. A counter-steered right turn, as described in the text. The
geometry is shown in~a! and ~c!. The center of mass is represented by t
filled circle at the location of the seat. The arcs around the steering axis
the lean axis show the direction and approximate magnitude of the to
applied to the handlebars and the net leaning torque.
655 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 68, No. 7, July 2000
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where I lw is the moment of inertia of the wheel, fork, an
handlebars around the lean axis. The first term on the L
comes from changes in the direction ofLv due to changes in
the steering angle, and the second from changes in the d
tion of Lv as the bike goes around in a circle of radiusr
5L/s. The third term on the LHS comes from the angu
momentum of the wheel around the lean axis.

The wheel applies an equal and opposite torque,2Nf , to
the center of mass through the fork and frame. Equating
time derivative around the lean axis to the torques yields

I ll̈52Nf1
hMv2

L
s1hMgl1

vvI 0

L
s1

hbMv
L

ṡ,

~3!

whereh is the distance between the lean axis and the ce
of mass, andI l is the moment of inertia around the lean ax
The second term on the RHS is the centrifugal torque ac
on the bike as it travels in a circle of radiusr, the third term
is the gravitational torque, and the fourth term is the gy
scopic action of the rear wheel.

The last term on the RHS of Eq.~3! is an unusual fictitious
torque whose origin is not obvious in the derivations in Re
1 and 2. The origin of this torque, called the kink torque la
in this paper, is described in the Appendix.

Equations ~1!–~3! are a reasonable, but approxima
model of bike dynamics. Left out are the finite thickness
the tires, friction, effects other than the trail of the steeri
axis not being precisely vertical, etc. In particular, an effe
due to the deformation of the tire into a cone-like shape
often thought to be important.3,4 As mentioned above, the
equations are valid only for smalls and l. ~Some of the
angles in subsequent figures are sufficiently large that hig
order terms are needed for fully accurate solutions.! Recent
measurements by Jackson and Dragovan on an instrume
bicycle validate a similar mathematical model.5 The equa-
tions are easy to solve numerically. I used Mathcad’s ad
tive Runge–Kutta routines;6 the Mathcad worksheets can b
downloaded from my website.7

The solutions to Eqs.~1!–~3! exhibit growing oscillations.
These oscillations are discussed later in the text, and ca
suppressed by adding a damping term,2Gṡ, to the RHS of
Eq. ~1!. Physically, this damping could come from passi
resistance from the rider’s arms on the handlebars, or fr
active responses from the rider.

As an example, take a bicycle withh51.25 m, L
51.0 m, D50.02 m, b50.33 m, I 050.095 kg m2, I s

50.079 kg m2, I lw50.84 kg m2, I l5163 kg m2, andG50.65
Js. Assume that your mass and the bike mass sum toM
5100 kg ~Ref. 8! and that you travel at the brisk speed
v57 m/s. You would begin a typical counter-steered rig
turn ~r525 m! by torquing the handlebars left~positive s!
and end the turn by counter-steering in the opposite direc
~torquing the handlebars right.! Figure 2~a! shows the
handlebar torque time history used in this example. Ot
time histories are possible, but for this time history, at lea
you wouldnevertorque the handlebars in the direction of th
desired right turn until the end of the turn. Moreover, t
torques are very small; you would never apply a force grea
than 0.9 N~for handholds 0.5 m apart!, the equivalent of a
weight of 0.092 kg.

Assuming that the torque follows the curve shown in F
2~a!, the lean and steering angle responds as shown in
Fig. 2~b!. Figure 2~c! shows the torques that cause the lea
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The centrifugal torque initiates the lean, with help from t
kink torque. The lean angle reaches a steady state when
centrifugal and gravitational torques balance. The contri
tions from the remaining torques in Eqs.~2! and~3!, includ-
ing all the gyroscopic torques, are not visibly different fro
zero, and have been omitted from the figure.

Figure 2~d! shows the contributions of the trail torques a
of the gyroscopic torque (2vI 0l̇) to changing the steering
angle @Eq. ~1!#. While the gyroscopic torque is non
negligible, it is much smaller than the trail torques and som
what smaller than the handlebar torque. Thus, in accord w
Jones’ observation9 that a bike equipped with a gyro nullin
counter-spinning wheel behaves much like a normal bicy
the ‘‘feel’’ of the bike is dominated by the trail.

A counter-steered turn on a motorcycle is qualitative

Fig. 2. A counter-steered turn on a bicycle.~a! Torque applied by the rider
to the handlebars.~b! Steerings and leanl angles~dotted lines indicate
equilibrium angles!. ~c! Leaning torques.~d! Steering torques.
656 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 68, No. 7, July 2000
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similar. For a motorcycle withh50.60 m, L51.54 m,
D50.117 m, b50.77 m, I 050.77 kg m2, I s50.57 kg m2,
I lw54.0 kg m2, I l5118 kg m2, and G53 Js, ridden by a
rider whose mass, with the mass of the bike, totalsM
5300 kg,10 at v520 m/s, the turn parameters for a sharp11

right turn ~r5200 m! are shown in Fig. 3. The handleba
torques used in this example are higher than for the bicy
12.7 N m, or a force of 12.7 N for handholds 0.5 m apart,
equivalent of a weight of 1.3 kg. Contrary to the assertion
Ref. 3, gyroscopic action plays no role in leaning the bik
However, as shown in Fig. 3~d!, and in agreement with Ref
3, it does play a role in steering the front wheel back towa
the desired direction.

Scaling relations show why gyroscopic action does

Fig. 3. A counter-steered turn on a motorcycle.~a! Torque applied by the
rider to the handlebars.~b! Steerings and leanl angles~dotted lines indi-
cate equilibrium angles!. ~c! Leaning torques.~d! Steering torques.
656J. Fajans
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contribute to the lean. Dividing the two gyroscopic terms
Eqs.~2! and ~3! by the centrifugal term in Eq.~3! gives

2vvI 0s/L

hMv2s/L
'

2m

M

r

h
~4!

and

vI 0ṡ

hMv2s/L
'

m

M

L

h

1

vt
, ~5!

where r is the wheel radius andm is the effective wheel
mass, such thatI 05mr2. The time t is the timescale on
which the steering angle changes. Sincer ,h, the first rela-
tion is small for any wheel for whichm!M . Likewise L
'h, andvt.1 for reasonable speeds, so the second rela
is also small form!M . Increasing the speed only makesvt
bigger, so, for the lean, gyroscopic action actually becom
less important at high speed.~For the parameters of Fig. 2
with r 50.33 m, m50.87 kg, and t51 s, the ratios are
0.0046 and 0.000 33. For Fig. 3, withr 50.29 m, m
59.0 kg, andt51 s, the ratios are 0.029 and 0.0011, resp
tively.!

Incorporating hip thrusts complicates the system. For s
plicity, I divide the total mass into the bike mass plus low
body massM1 , at distancel 1 from the ground, and at angl
u from vertical, and the upper body massM2 , at distancel 2
from the hip pivot point, which itself is a distanceH from the
ground. Anglef is the bend at the hips. The anglel remains
the angle to the center of mass~see Fig. 4!. Since changes in
f are effected by internal forces, such changes conserve
angular momentum around the ground axis. A positive
thrust~1f! leads to a small negative change in the cente
mass anglel. @Actually, the center of mass is almost co
served by hip thrusts, withDl'2(D l 2/2H2)Df, whereD l
is some measure of the distance ofM1 andM2 from the hip
pivot point.#

The only change required to include hip thrusts in Eq.~1!
is the substitution ofu for l:

Fig. 4. Hipf, bike leanu, and center of mass leanl angles. Note that in the
convention used in this paper,f is negative for the positions shown in th
figure. As in Fig. 1, this is a head-on view.
657 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 68, No. 7, July 2000
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vI 0u̇1I ss̈5Ns2
MgbD

L
u2

Mbv2D

L2 s. ~1a!

Likewise, Eq.~2! becomes

2vI 0ṡ2
vvI 0

L
s1I lwü5Nf . ~2a!

Converting Eq.~3! is more complicated. From the position o
M1 ,

r 15 l 1 cosu x̂2 l 1 sinu ẑ, ~6!

the position ofM2 ,

r 25@H cosu1 l 2 cos~u1f!# x̂

2@H sinu1 l 2 sin~u1f!# ẑ, ~7!

and the velocities found by taking the derivatives of the
two equations, the angular momentum around the leanŷ)
axis is

Ly5M1l 1
2u̇1M2@H2u̇1 l 2

2~ u̇1ḟ !1 l 2H~2u̇1ḟ ! cosf#.
~8!

EquatingL̇y to the external torques yields the new Eq.~3!:

I yü52Nf1Nf1
hMv2

L
s1hMgl1

vvI 0

L
s1

hbMv
L

ṡ,

~3a!

whereM is now the total mass,h is the moment arm to the
center of mass,Nf is the torque that comes from changin
the hip anglef,

Nf5M2l 2H sinf~2ḟu̇1ḟ2!2M2l 2~ l 21H cosf!f̈,
~9!

and I y is the instantaneous moment of inertia around theŷ
axis,

I y5M1l 1
21M2~H21 l 2

2!12M2l 2H cosf. ~10!

Assuming that the hip anglef is controlled by the rider and
is thus a known function of time, this set of equations is n
much more time-consuming to solve than the original se

The lean and steering angles for a typical no-handedNs

50) right turn on a bicycle are shown in Fig. 5. You wou
initiate the turn by throwing your hips 21.5 degrees left at
50 s. At t52 s you would shift your hips back, realignin
the bicycle with your body. The bicycle parameters are
same as those used for the counter-steered bicycle ab
with the additional parametersM1550 kg, M2550 kg, H
51.25 m, l 151.0 m, andl 250.25 m. As before, an exami
nation of the torques~not shown! shows that gyroscopic ac
tion plays no role in leaning the bicycle, but does help set
correct steering angle.

As is evident in Fig. 5, the lean, steering, and bike ang
exhibit growing oscillations around their equilibrium value
These oscillations were predicted to occur2 for any passively
ridden bike and must be suppressed by more subtle hip
tions. Indeed, these oscillations are what make no-han
riding difficult. Normally the oscillations are suppressed
the mass and damping provided by the rider’s arms on
handlebars, possibly with some active effort by the rider.
discussed above, this suppression is modeled by theG factor.

So far I have analyzed turns made by counter-steering
isolation or hip thrusts in isolation; most turns are made w
657J. Fajans
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a combination of the two, i.e., you control bothNs(t) and
f(t). For example, motorcycle racers shift their weight
the inside while rounding a sharp turn~see Fig. 6!. This shift
can be loosely modeled as a hip bend, and an examp
shown in Fig. 7. One reason you might shift your weight
to reduce the torques applied to the handlebars. For exam
the counter-steered turn shown in Fig. 3 requires a maxim
torque of 12.7 kg m2/s2, while the counter-steered plus h
thrust turn shown in Fig. 7 reduces the maximum torque t
kg m2/s2, albeit with a slower entrance to the turn. Just
importantly, you can get into the turn faster while mainta
ing the same maximum torque. Simulations~not shown!

Fig. 5. A no-hands turn executed by hip throwing:~a! hip anglef and ~b!
lean and steering angles. The straight dotted lines in~b! are the equilibrium
angles for a turn withr525 m atv57 m/s.

Fig. 6. A motorcycle racer rounding a sharp turn. Note how the rider’s m
is shifted off to the side~Ref. 15!.
658 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 68, No. 7, July 2000
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demonstrate a 0.75s advantage for a maximum torque of
kg m2/s2 when you bend at the hips by 30 degrees, allow
you to be fully in your turn 15 m sooner than without a h
bend. ~On very sharp turns, there is another explanati
shifting your weight to the inside makes the bike less like
to scrape on the road.12

On a bicycle, I find that I tend to lean into shallow turn
presumably steering into such turns primarily by hip motio
But for sharp turns I tend to lean away, i.e., I bend so tha
am more upright than the bike. Presumably then, I rely
counter-steering for sharp turns. That I often lean away
counter-steered turns is probably a consequence of Newt
third law; counter-steering by pushing on the right handle
~for a right turn! tends to bend my body to the left. The
again, on some turns I believe I both counter-steer and
thrust...

Whether with hip thrusts, counter-steering, or both, t
bike initially always turns in the direction opposite to th
desired turn. However, this initial turn results in a very sm
incorrectly directed deviation: less than 6 cm in all the e
amples shown here.

In conclusion, a rider must lean a bike into a tur
Counter-steering and hip thrusts are two common ways
creating the lean, but other ways exist. The rider can t
advantage of an uneven road surface, push harder on
pedal than the other, lean the bike over by the handleb
accelerate with the wheel turned, or employ the growing
cillations shown in Fig. 5. In any event, gyroscopic forc
play little role in leaning the bike over, through they do he
set the steering angle. The appealing notion that gyrosc
forces are central to bike behavior, often repeated
papers3,13 and textbooks,14 is incorrect.

Like many real-world processes, bike steering is a com
cated combination of many different actions. Determini
what fraction of a turn comes from counter-steering, a
s

Fig. 7. A right turn executed on a motorcycle by counter-steering and
throwing: ~a! handlebar torque and hip angle and~b! lean and steering
angles. The straight dotted lines in~b! are the equilibrium angles for a turn
with r5200 m atv520 m/s. The motorcycle mass is divided up into a ma
M15240 kg atl 150.5 m, and an upper massM 2560 kg with l 250.25 m.
The hip pivot point is atH50.73 m, and the other parameters are the sa
as in Fig. 3.
658J. Fajans
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what fraction from hip thrusts, and how these fractio
change for different turns, requires a fully instrumented b
that records the bike angle, the steering angle, the stee
torques, the velocity, and the hip angle. Jackson and Dra
van’s partially instrumented bicycle5 is an excellent begin-
ning.

APPENDIX: KINK TORQUE

Equations~2! and~3! are valid in a reference frame rota
ing at the instantaneous angular frequencyv/r5(v/L)s. As
the turning radius changes, this reference frame changes
sulting in the kink torque of Eq.~3!. To understand the origin
of this torque, consider a bike whose initially straight fro
wheel is abruptly turned to some angles, as shown in Fig. 8,
and whose center of mass is located halfway between the
wheels. Before the front wheel is turned, the front and r
wheel ground-contact points and the center of mass all tr
in straight lines in a stationary frame. After the front whee
turned, both wheel contact points follow arcs. Howev
while the rear wheel trajectory flows into its arc smooth
the front wheel trajectory has a kink. Likewise, the trajecto
of the point halfway between the wheels has a similar ki
The center of mass, however, continues in a straight line
the rotating frame, the wheel contact points and cente
mass are stationary initially, and the wheel contact po
remain stationary after the front wheel is turned. The cen
of mass, however, appears to be kicked outward, as ca

Fig. 8. Trajectories in a stationary frame of the wheels~rectangles!, point
halfway between the wheels, and center of mass~filled circle!, with an
abrupt change of the steering angles. Note the kink in the front wheel and
halfway point trajectories. For clarity the trajectories are slightly vertica
displaced.
659 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 68, No. 7, July 2000
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seen by comparing the trajectory of the center of mass to
trajectory of the point half way between the wheels. The t
trajectories diverge abruptly due to the kink in the half-w
point’s trajectory. Superficially this motion is similar to
normal centrifugal force, but the normal centrifugal force h
no similar kink. For an abrupt change in the steering ang
creating this kink requires an impulsive force different fro
the steady-state centrifugal force. Realistically, of course,
steering angle can only be changed gradually, and a gra
change in the steering angle results in the last term1,2 on the
RHS of Eq.~3!.
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NO SPECIAL GIFT!

Carl Seelig, one of Einstein’s chief biographers, once wrote to him asking whether he inherited
his scientific gift from his father’s side and his musical from his mother’s. Einstein replied in all
sincerity, ‘‘I have no special gift—I am only passionately curious. Thus it is not a question of
heredity.’’

Banesh Hoffmann,Albert Einstein—Creator and Rebel~Penguin Books, New York, 1972!, p. 7.
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